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2010 Preview
God created everything by number, weight and measure.
~ Sir Isaac Newton

2010
1.
2.
3.
4.

contains several unique components.

It is the first year following the alpha-numeric spectrum of the 2nd Millennium.
It is the gestation of the 2nd Millennium's "Teen Era."
It is intrinsically a part of the Core Millennia Shift.
It is the first year of the 2nd Millennium containing a dual Subcap Challenge of 1 & 8.

.
What is the significance of these components? The alpha-numeric spectrum represents the simple
single numbers 1 through 9. There is much power in these energies because they are "new born" and
"raw," the first primal numbers of the 2nd Millennium. Their individual attributes and characteristics are
sequentially initiated from the year 2001 through 2009. The year 2000 with its three zero ciphers was the
gestation period of the entire 2nd Millennium - the "incubation process" of the following one thousand
year period. Upon being born, the new millennium baby began her developmental process. The year 2010
moves the new millennium child basically out of her alpha growth stage [single numbers 1 through 9]
into the field of the "Teen Years," those years whose two digit binary numbers are preceded by the
number 1. These are indicated as 10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18 and 19. This is a challenging time because
every year is marked first by the emerging self and ego [the 1] as it confronts a new number and its
characteristics every year for nine years. At age 11, the self, the 1, is confronted with other egos, other
selves, other 1s. At age 12, the self is confronted with the concept of relationship, the 2. Age 13 begins the
puberty phase of life, the 3, as it becomes structurally transformed through the 4 of structure - physical,
emotional, psychological, spiritual [1 + 3 = 4]. Age 13 is the initiatory period of the emerging child into
its adult maturation. And so it goes. It is the year 2010 which is the beginning of this entire post alpha
stage developmental process. There will be many growing pains and "teenage" issues.
2010 is still in the middle of the Millennia Shift - the transition period between the last thousand
years marked by the number 1 and the current thousand years marked by the number 2. This enormous
shift began on 31 December 1957 and will not conclude until 31 December 2031, leaving a full twentytwo years remaining in this unprecedented change-over, an extremely difficult and challenging period
because the numbers 1 and 2 are diametrically opposed, total opposites. The great cosmic pendulum had
occupied the energy field of the Yang [the male] for a full thousand years but has now, by cosmic law,
naturally swung back toward the Yin [the female]. Those of us alive during this time are caught smack
dab in the middle of this somewhat maddening but magical millennium metamorphosis. [For more on the
Millennia Shift and the 2nd Millennium, read: The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin].
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The fourth unique factor about the year "two thousand ten" [2,010] is that one of its Challenges is the
number 8. This is called the Subcap Crown [or simply subcap] and is derived by subtracting the 2 from
the 10. The Subcap Challenge represents the challenges, difficulties, crosses and burdens contained with
any multi-digited number except master numbers [double digit numbers of the same cipher such as 11,
22, 33, etc. which have no subcap, only a zero cipher]. 2010 is the first year of this new thousand year
period in which the 8 appears in a Challenge position. See the following diagram.

Having 8 in a Challenge position, especially for the first time beginning a thousand year period, is a
powerful aspect. 8 rules commerce, social interaction, connection and disconnection [two sides of the
same coin]; management, administration, orchestration, marketing, integrated harmonious flow, and
anyone who has a dominate 8 in their name or Basic Matrix. When the 8 is challenged in a chart, as it is in
the year 2010, there will be obstacles involved in the attributes and categories listed above. In other
words, 2010 potentially houses social and commercial disruptions, problems, disconnections, as well as
financial hurdles and obstacles. The entire 1900s housed an 8 Subcap Challenge for one hundred years
which accounted for the great social upheaval during that era [9 minus 1 = 8].
Another aspect of any Challenge is that when its number is voided in a chart, any problems
associated with it are exacerbated. A void is when none of its associated letters appear in a name. For
example, the number 8 is represented by the letters H-Q-Z. If a person has no Hs-Qs or Zs in their birth
name, the person is said to have an 8 void or a voided 8, which is written in a chart as 8v. If the 8 void
appears in a Challenge position in a numerology chart, it is referred to as a Voided Challenge. This creates
the potential of greater difficulties in the life. [for more on addcaps, subcaps, voids and challenges, read
The King's Book of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part I.]
The 8 subcap challenge is not the only subcap for the year 2010. If rather than referring to 2010 as
"Two Thousand Ten," it is referred to as "Twenty Ten," a secondary 1 Challenge appears [20 minus 10 =
10 > 1 minus 0 = 1]. Therefore, the year 2010 has a double Subcap Challenge - 1 and 8.

The 1 subcap references Yang energy - that which deals with independence, action, leadership,
creation, individuality, self-confidence, will, strength, authority figures, males in general and anyone with
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a 1 in their Basic Matrix [for more on the Basic Matrix, read The King's Book of Numerology, Volume I:
Foundations and Fundamentals.]
All of us on planet earth will have to contend with this 1-8 double challenge during the year 2010.
There's no escaping it. For people with a 1 void [corresponding letters are A-J-S] and/or an 8 void
[corresponding letters are H-Q-Z], their lives will be particularly challenged in those areas represented by
the 1 and the 8. Therefore, 2010 carries a double whammy involving challenges associated with new
directions and beginnings, leadership and authority issues combined with social obstacles, commercial,
business and financial stresses, administrative concerns and upheavals. 2010 will be a bumpy year,
disconnective in many ways, especially for entities with a voided 1 and/or 8. For these souls, there will be
issues with independence and things coming apart and disconnecting. The "flow" of business and
commerce will neither be smooth or fluid. Yet, there will be new developments and new direction which
will challenge us all. What that direction will be remains to be seen, but part of the drama will involve
ease of living, happiness, well-being, health, communication because of the 3 Addcap.
The Addcap Crown or simply addcap is the 3. It is also referred to as the Pinnacle of a multi-digited
number. In the case of 2010, it is derived by adding the 2 to the 10 to first generate the number 12, a
transition root, which further reduces to a 3 through the process of addition. The 3 references issues of
self-expression, image, vanity, art, communication, children, joy, friends, beauty, health, well-being,
disease, dis-ease, happiness/unhappiness, fortune/misfortune, anger, hostility - all of which represent both
sides of the 3 energetic coin. If 3 is voided in a chart, potential issues involving health, communication,
children, words, bitterness, misfortune and anger will need to be addressed, especially if the 3 is in a
Challenge position, thus becoming a Voided Challenge.
The Addcap Crown, regardless of its number, does not carry with it the same problematic potentials
that a Subcap Crown does. Yet, it is still active and will force itself to be addressed, whether in a positive
or negative fashion. Regarding Addcaps and Subcaps, it can be generally said that Addcaps are those
conditions and circumstances appearing above the surface of the ocean that is our lives, and Subcaps are
those challenges hidden beneath the surface that have to be dealt with on a personal and private basis.
In assessing any calendar year's affect on each of our lives, it must be remembered that every year
actually extends for twenty-four months, not twelve months. Why is this? Because our personal years
begin on our birthday and continue to our next birthday. A person born on 1 January 2009, for example,
will have his personal year coincide perfectly with the calendar year and end on 31 December 2009, a day
before his birthday in 2010. However, a person born on 31 December will not begin his 2009 until that
date and continue to 31 December 2010. It's all about personal cycles, and our annual life cycle is marked
by the day we're born, not by the universal calendar date.
It is the perfect ion of God's works that they are all done with the
greatest simplicit y. He is the God of order and not of confusio n.
~ Sir Isaac Newton

How Will 2010 Affect You?
How will 2010 affect you personally? There are many timelines affecting our life during any given
year. Our lives can be defined as interwoven tapestries of cosmic vibration. In other words, they're like
variegated multi-colored carpets with varying thicknesses of threads. This structure creates complexity,
and all of us are very complex. No one thread defines our life at any given time. The art of numerology is
learning to "read" these threads and evaluate how they interact with each other.
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One major annual timeline thread is the UTL or Universal Timeline representing the calendar year.
This and other timelines are fully discussed in The King's Book of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part I.
The UTL gives us a general picture of the influences and outcomes we can expect during its reign. How is
it calculated? Let's see.

Calculating the UTL [Universal Timeline]
Step 1: Computing the UTL.
The first thing we need to know to compute the UTL is the calendar year. It's energies represent the
Influences, Issues and Themes of the year in question. Obviously, 2010 is the upcoming calendar or
universal year. It's portrait is above. 2010 maintains a 3 Pinnacle [addcap] and dual Challenges of 1 & 8
[subcaps], as we've discussed. These numbers have specific characteristics, as all numbers do, which are
noted as Keywords. For a Keyword Chart, go here: http://www.richardking.net/numart-keywords.htm.
Read about the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 8. These are the dominant Influencing energies for 2010.
Step 2: Calculating the Expression.
In order to gain a full understanding of how 2010 will affect you personally, you will need to know
your personal name number. This is called your Expression and is computed from your full and exact
birth name. Using the following Basic Letter Value Chart, write down the numerical value of each letter
in your birth name, add left to right and reduce to a single digit. This chart can also be found on the web
at: http://www.richardking.net/numart-tls.htm

Basic Letter Value Chart

Here's an example using the name "John Doe" whose Expression is an 8.
Expression Calculation for John Doe

Step 3: Calculating the UTL-PE [Performance/Experience, i.e., the Reality or Role for the year].
The PE represents the Outcome or Performance/Experience [also referred to as the Reality] we will
experience as a result of the year's Influencing energies filtering through or mixing with our name, i.e.,
our Expression. Having calculated the Expression number, we simply add it to the year's Addcap and
Subcaps. For example, the Addcap for 2010 is a 3. If your Expression is a 7, add 3 + 7 to get 1 [3 + 7 = 10
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> 1 + 0 = 1]. Therefore, 2010's Influencing 3 energy of self-expression, image, vanity, art,
communication, children, joy, friends, beauty, health, well-being, disease, dis-ease, and so forth will
create an Outcome field of the 1. This means the 3 energy will play itself out in the arenas of your
personality, ego, self, image, confidence, independence, primal strength and basic will. The 1 also
represents male energy, action, initiation, bosses, leaders and authority figures. If you also have a 1
Lifepath, the 3 will strongly influence it because that's the field in which the 3 is manifesting. This
Influencing energy of the 3, moving through the filter of your 7 Expression, produces an Outcome energy
of the 1. This combination is visually depicted in what is called an "I/R Set" where the "I" stands for
influencing energy and the "R" stands for reality or outcome. In effect, it is the Performance/Experience
or PE cipher.

We follow the same process to determine how the year's Subcap Challenges of 1 and 8, acting as
influencing energies, will manifest in our life. We'll use the same example of a 7 Expression as above and
add it to both the 1 and 8, the subcaps for 2010. Notice the 8/6 IR set below? How did the 6 appear in the
reality [outcome] field? By addition: 8 Subcap + 7 Expression > 15 > 1 + 5 = 6 PE.

Every individual with a 7 Expression will be dealing with two sets of Challenges for 2010 as they
relate to the UTL [Universal Timeline, the calendar year]. The first is the 1/8 IR set which indicates
energies of the 1, the self, the yang, independence, action and new beginnings [the influencing energy]
playing itself out in the arena of the 8 - business, commerce, social interaction, management,
orchestration, connection, disconnection and general flow. In other words, the individual may be
challenged in starting a new business venture or in keeping his financial world in tact.
The 8/6 IR set indicates influences and issues of commerce, interaction, social integration and so
forth, playing themselves out in the area of the 6 - the home, heart, hearth, domicile, community,
nurturing, etc. Again, to read these IR sets, simply associate the keywords with each number,
remembering that the first or top number represents the influences and the second or bottom number
represents the reality or outcome. Remember, too, that this UTL is only one of three recurring annual
timelines. For more on timelines and their effect in our lives, read The King's Book of Numerology II:
Forecasting - Part I., available at both www.RichardKing.net and www.Amazon.com.
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The 3 Pinnacle PE: Simple Outcomes for each number 1 through 9
All of us on planet earth will have a 3 Addcap Pinnacle during our 2010. Yet, the outcome for each of
the single numbers 1 through 9 will be different. Following is a simple and brief explanation of how the 3
will affect each Number/Expression/Person.
The 3 Pinnacle Influence: issues of health, communication, well-being, words, children, joy, selfexpression, pleasure, personal image. Calculation: to the Expression, add 3 to get the Outcome [PE].
Refer to the keywords chart for each number's fuller meaning.
1 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 4: work, service, order, material body, discipline, constancy, devotion
2 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 5: change, detachment, shifting, versatility, experience, senses, freedom
3 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 6: personal love, nurturing, domestic and community issues, family
4 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 7: internalization, privacy, withdrawal, study, teaching, introspection
5 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 8: commercial enterprise, social integration, management, flow
6 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 9: public stage, universality, expansion, education, endings, art, conclusion
7 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 1: self, ego, yang, males, beginnings, direction, independence, solo
8 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 2: others, yin, females, relationships, support, dependence, indirection
9 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 3: self-expression, words, communication, children, well-being, beauty

The 1 Challenge PE: Simple Outcomes for each number 1 through 9
All of us on planet earth will have a 1 & 8 Subcap Challenge during 2010. As with the 3 Pinnacle, the
outcome for each of the single numbers 1 through 9 will be different. Following is a simple and brief
explanation of how the 1 Subcap Challenge will affect each Number/Expression/Person. The 8 Subcap
Challenge will follow this section.
The 1 Challenge Influence: issues of the yang [male], ego, self, identity, action, leadership,
beginnings, self-will, courage, independence, direction. Calculation: to the Expression, add 1 to get the
Outcome [PE]. Refer to the keywords chart for each number's fuller meaning.

1 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 2: others, yin, females, relationships, support, dependence, indirection
2 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 3: self-expression, words, communication, children, well-being, beauty
3 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 4: work, service, order, material body, discipline, constancy, devotion
4 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 5: change, detachment, shifting, versatility, experience, senses, freedom
5 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 6: personal love, nurturing, domestic and community issues, family
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6 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 7: internalization, privacy, withdrawal, study, teaching, introspection
7 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 8: commercial enterprise, social integration, management, flow
8 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 9: public stage, universality, expansion, education, endings, art, conclusion
9 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 1: self, ego, yang, males, beginnings, direction, independence, solo

The 8 Challenge PE: Simple Outcomes for each number 1 through 9
The 8 Challenge Influence: issues of business, commerce, career, social interaction, marketing,
administration, execution, management, connection, disconnection, general flow. Calculation: to the
Expression, add 8 to get the Outcome [PE]. Refer to the keywords chart for each number's fuller meaning.
1 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 9: public stage, universality, expansion, education, endings, art, conclusion
2 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 1: self, ego, yang, males, beginnings, direction, independence, solo
3 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 2: others, yin, females, relationships, support, dependence, indirection
4 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 3: self-expression, words, communication, children, well-being, beauty
5 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 4: work, service, order, material body, discipline, constancy, devotion
6 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 5: change, detachment, shifting, versatility, experience, senses, freedom
7 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 6: personal love, nurturing, domestic and community issues, family
8 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 7: internalization, privacy, withdrawal, study, teaching, introspection
9 Expression: Outcome [PE] is 8: commercial enterprise, social integration, management, flow
These interpretations are very brief and are not intended to give either a full nor accurate picture of
someone's life during 2010. They comprise only one aspect of a year's analysis. Other factors and
numbers in each person's chart will come into play. A numerology chart is very extensive and addresses
many more factors. Yet, the above information does serve as a simple guide as to what an individual can
potentially expect in relation to the UTL [Universal Timeline] of the calendar year 2010.
This most beautiful system [The Universe] could only proceed
fro m the dominio n of an intelligent and powerful Being.
~ Sir Isaac Newton

Final Note
Numerology is a wonderful tool for understanding our lives and those of others, especially the ones
we love. Yet, we must not become so enamored with it that we lose sight of our inherent divinity and the
goal of elevating our consciousness beyond the realm of numbers and into those dimensions devoid of the
constraints and limitations of this plane of existence. This may seem somewhat esoteric, but nonetheless,
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it is true. We are spiritual beings living a human experience, not human beings living a spiritual
experience. The ultimate goal of life is to liberate ourselves from this extremely purlieus plane of
existence. Never must we forget that this world is a foreign land to the soul. It is not our Home. As Saint
Charan Singh, a Perfect Master of the 20th Century, eloquently and succinctly stated: Just live in the
creation and get out of it! For more on the teachings of Saints and Perfect Masters, read: Messages from
the Masters: Timeless Truths for Spiritual Seekers.
~finis
Richard Andrew King is a numerologist and author presiding in Southern California. For more
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